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An outline does not need to be complex. While this may seem overwhelming there are some consistent patters
that help to simplify the exam. It can be as simple as creating a list of facts, examples, and details for each of
the bullet point mentioned in the task. To combat this students need to do three things. Both of these problems
can typically be solved with pre-writing strategies. The essay is scored on a scale of 0â€” This means that
students should be writing as they would for a thematic essay and using the documents and outside
information together as evidence of facts, examples, and details to support their thesis statement. For example,
Britain managed to escape being taken over more than once in history because of its isolation as an island.
Familiarize Students with Essay Expectations. However, students should make sure that they have documents
and outside information that relates to each bullet point of the task. Students need to understand that the
documents are there simply to be used as tools to support your response to the task. Brainstorming prior to
reading the documents often unlocks some information that may have been otherwise ignored. Students fail to
use their own knowledge of history outside information. Show your students how to use a grid to help them
make sure they address each point of the essay question. Learn the Types of Questions. Students will: examine
a variety of documents on a particular historic theme or issue. While this is not an exact science it does help to
prepare you for what to expect come test time. For example, the essay might ask a student to analyze the
positive and negative effects of the industrial revolution. Students who brainstorm can better recall critical
information. Plurals are Important! For example, the 50 multiple-choice questions typically begin with
historical terms, such as geography or primary source. The next 40 or so questions usually follow a
chronological pattern, the earliest historical events coming earlier and the more recent events towards the end
of the exam. The thought of outlining during a timed test may seem a daunting task and a waste of time,
however, students who outline can write more efficiently and effectively. They might include primary and
secondary sources, maps, charts, graphs, poems, excerpts from literature, and political cartoons. Use Past
Tests. As you prepare your students for the Global History Regents exam, use these tips to help prepare them.
Students should brainstorm and clearly outline their essay. Brainstormâ€”I encourage my students to read the
DBQ essay question prior to reading the documents and then write down everything that they know about the
topic from the smallest detail to largest concept. So they could put the two conflicts on the side, and then the
causes and effects on the top. Document-Based Question Essay DBQ Document-based question essays require
students to identify and explore multiple perspectives on events or issues by examining, analyzing, and
evaluating textual and visual primary and secondary documents. For example, if they have to identify two
causes of two world conflicts, as well as the short- or long-term effect of each, they are addressing six points.
Outlineâ€”After brainstorming and reading the documents students need to outline their essay. Utilize Review
Packets. Supportâ€”Perhaps the most difficult aspect of the DBQ essay is supporting your thesis appropriately.
While this may sound difficult, the topics are thoroughly covered throughout the school year and during
review sessions. One of them, posted by New Visions for Public Schools from Mark Russo , includes a series
of Google Docs on different units that cover the multiple choice part of the exam and provides background
information for answering essays. Understand the timeline. The documents can vary quite a bit. Generally, the
final few questions once again focus on larger historical topics i. Each question is worth points and counts the
same as 1 or 2 multiple-choice questions. Multiple teachers have posted extensive review packets online for
you to use. Students typically struggle on the DBQ essay in two ways. In the thematic essay, students are
asked to compare and contrast events, analyze issues, or evaluate solutions to problems in a comprehensive
and cohesive essay that includes a clearly articulated introduction statement and a logically drawn conclusion.
Generally, students run into two problems when trying to write these essays.


